
Rules of Play

Shuffle. Play. Smile.
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YouScream  WeAll Scream  ForIce Cream!

For 3-13 Frozen Treat Lovers, Ages 6 & Up

More 

A new twist on checkers! A unique 
dice shaker means you can move 
your own checkers and even your 

opponent's checkers.  

100-piece, poster-sized jigsaw 
puzzles for ages 5+. Includes 

educational Fun Facts.

Look for more unique games and animal-shaped puzzles from Madd Capp!
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For 3-13 Players, Ages 6 & Up
Playing Time: 15 Minutes of Fun!

Contents 
52 Ice Cream Cards
     (4 each of 13 different frozen treats)

Object of the Game
To collect a set of four identical ice cream treats.

Preparing the Deck
Separate the entire deck into 13 sets of four identical Ice Cream 
Cards. Deal one set of cards for each person playing. For 
example, if three people are playing, deal three sets of frozen 
treats (like four creamsicle cards, four banana split cards, and 
four root beer float cards). Set the rest of the deck aside, as those 
cards won't be played in this game.

How to Play
Shuffle all the selected cards and deal them out. Each player 
should only hold four cards in their hand throughout game play. 
Keep in mind, there's no taking turns in this game — everyone 
plays at the same time. It's a flurry of frozen treats!
The game begins with all players chanting "YUM-YUM-YUM." 
After that, each player picks one unwanted card from their hand, 
puts it face down on the table, and slides it to the player on their 
left. 

Everyone quickly picks up the card they are passed, looks at it, 
and determines which card in their hand they'll pass next. 
Everyone repeats "YUM-YUM-YUM," and the passing continues... 
fast and fun!

When to Scream
Note: Have a pen and a scrap of paper on hand to keep score. 
When a player collects a set of four identical frozen treats, they 
scream "I SCREAM" and slap their cards down in the middle of 
the table. Set those cards aside. That player is awarded the first 
letter to the word "YUM." Continue playing rounds until one 
player has scored all three letters and spelled "YUM."

Oops . . . 
If you accidentally scream "I SCREAM," you are penalized by 
losing one letter in the word "YUM." If you have no letters to take 
away, then you're given a negative letter that you'll have to earn 
back — so be very careful and not overly eager!

Who Wins?
The first player to spell "YUM," wins!
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